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No Way Back Chapter 41-At the moment, he just wanted to strangle Jane. 

Jack even regretted his decision in the past. He should have stuck to his opinion and 
shouldn’t have allowed Jane to be born. 

If it weren’t for the fact that Jack and Anna had seven sons and no daughters at all, the 
two of them wouldn’t have had the dream of having a daughter. 

It meant that Jane wouldn’t have been born at all. 

Back then, Jack was opposed to Anna giving birth at a relatively old age. He had 
thought that if they wanted a daughter so badly, they could adopt 

one. 

However, Anna had miraculously become pregnant. 

Anna almost died while giving birth to Jane. 

Jane was stolen not long after she was born. 

This caused Anna to be diagnosed with postnatal depression She almost committed 
suicide. 

If Jack hadn’t been staying by Anna’s side all the time, and Madelyn coming over to 
help distract Anna, no one knew what would have happened. 

Everything could have become unpredictable. 

However, something no one expected happened. 

They had finally found Jane. 

But she was a selfish ***c. 

She did not only feel like the Fowler family owed her. She also began taking revenge. 

Jack thought that Jane was a punishment sent by God. 

Only that way could Jane become such a *******. 

Jack knew that if he had adopted Madelyn earlier, none of this would have happened. 

“What? Janie, do you want to sue your daddy? What’s going on?” 



This time, Madelyn was really gobsmacked. 

She had never thought that Jane would have the guts to sue Jack. Jack was the 
Emeritus Chairman of the Fowler Corporation. 

It was like an ant going against a human’s foot. 

There was no way that she would succeed. 

Jane rolled her eyes at Madelyn. “I meant what I said. Do you not 

understand what I’m talking about? Have you ever gone to school?” 

“Why… why… why have you become like this, Janie? It must be that I haven’t done 
enough and made you mad. Weep, weep, weep.” 

After being scolded by Jane, Madelyn was instantly in tears. 

“Jane, apologize to Maddie!” 

When Dwayne saw his dear sister in tears, he immediately became angry. When he 
shouted, his voice sounded like he was going to murder someone. It would make 
anyone’s heart skip a beat. 

As the World Wrestling Entertainment Tournament Champion, his body was very 
muscular, and his voice was loud. He was also short-tempered. 

His being angry would instantly make girls cry in fear. 

Dwayne’s life motto was that he wouldn’t hit a woman. However, Jane’s behavior this 
time was unacceptable. This made Dwayne want to use violence on Jane. 

“Why couldn’t Jane be a brother? 

“If he was a brother, then I could beat the *********out of him!” Dwayne exclaimed 
inwardly. 

“I have something to show you before you *** are given a death. sentence.” 

Jane took out a phone from inside her jacket. 

The phone was very special. 

Jane just casually pressed a button. 

The conversation that Jane just had with Madelyn was all recorded and 



played. 

This caused Madelyn’s face to turn dark. 

“Janie, you…” 

“How can I not come prepared when I’m ***with you guys.” 

“I should have known that something was fishy when you said that you wanted to talk to 
me alone.” 

“Oh, Jack, Dwayne, there’s more. We haven’t got to the most interesting part yet.” 

When Jane played the part where Jane was able to predict the treading. searches due 
to Madelyn’s setup, Jack’s face darkened. 

He couldn’t be angrier. 

“Jane, what’s the meaning of this? Are you trying to slander Maddie?” “Slander her? 
How would I dare? Jack, Madelyn is the precious daughter of the Fowler family. I’m not 
trying to get myself killed here. 

“What I’m doing is making an educated guess. Oh, by the way, Jack, didn’t you say you 
were going to find who was behind all of this and had put the blame on me? How is it 
going? Have you been able to find that person after so many days?” 

When Madelyn heard those words, her heart skipped a beat. 

No one would have thought of this situation. 

No one expected Jane would do something like this at this time. 

Jack fell silent. 

Jane had a point. 

Back when Jane found out that the chief editor teamed with someone to deceive Jack 
and slander her, someone came to her mind instantly. 

Madelyn was the most suspicious person. 

Jane was slandered and getting pushed away by the Fowler family. She was even 
forced to leave the Fowler family. 

By then, Madelyn could become the only daughter of the Fowler family without a doubt. 



She was the person who would gain the most out of this. 

Jack said that he was going to look into it, but he didn’t put a lot of effort 

into the matter. 

He didn’t want everything to be fully exposed. 

If Madelyn was the one behind everything, Jack wouldn’t know what to think. 

He couldn’t imagine what kind of woman he had doted on since she was a child. 

It could be said that Jack had never seen Madelyn’s true colors. 

“Well, as expected, you didn’t put a lot of effort into the investigation, did 

you? Jack, your words are just *******. How dare you call yourself my dad? It’s a 
****joke!” 

Jane wasn’t holding back on her insults at all. 

She had never had any faith in Jack. 

To Jack, whatever Madelyn did was right. 

Not only that, but Jack would also think whatever Jane did was wrong. 

Whenever Madelyn was involved in anything, Jack would become hesitant and didn’t 
know what was right and what was wrong. 

He would even make Jane take all the blame countless times and then curse and 
torture her. 

“I…” 

Jack didn’t know what to say anymore. 

The main reason for that was that he was rendered speechless by Jane’s words. 

When Jane broke off all relationships with the Fowler family, Jack really didn’t put much 
effort into the investigation. 

For one reason, it was because Jane had angered him, so he felt like there was no 
need. 



The other was that he was scared that he would find someone he didn’t want to find 
during the investigation. 

“Jane, do you think you can declare that Maddie’s guilty with your own words and say 
that Maddie’s behind all of this? Where’s your evidence? 

“Without any, what you’ve said is nothing more than a guess.” 

Dwayne had graduated from a military school. 

He had quite a lot of legal knowledge. 

He had quickly spotted the flaw in Jane’s words. 

“Janie, I know that you don’t like me. I’m well aware of you. Don’t worry. I will leave the 
Fowler family and stay away from you as long as you’re willing to come back to the 
Fowler family. All I want is for you not to hate me. 

“I’m really upset and scared right now. I’d rather die than for Janie to misunderstand 
me.” 

Her voice became hoarse as she said those words. 

After that, she began to cry. 

She cried her heart out. 

She didn’t stop crying no matter what others did. 

Seeing Madelyn like this, Jack’s heart began to ache. 

All the suspicion in his heart disappeared instantly. 

All Jack felt now what his heart aching. 

“Jane, I’ve never stopped the investigation in this matter. I just need a little. more time. 
Besides, I believe that Maddie definitely had nothing to do with it. 

“Maddie’s a pure, innocent, and honest person. She’s the daughter that the Fowler 
family raised since she was a child. How could we not know what she’s like? 

“Stop trying to use such methods to ruin the relationship between the members of the 
Fowler family.” 

When Jane heard those words, his lips curved into a disdainful smile. “He’s right. 



“To the Fowlers, Madelyn has always been kind and innocent,” Jane thought. 

To the Fowlers, only Jane was the devil and didn’t deserve to be alive in this world. She 
didn’t deserve to have the blood of the Fowler family flowing through her veins. 

If Jack had really put some effort into his investigation… 

With his power, he would have long found out who was behind everything. 

The chief editor had only took a few days off. He didn’t even leave Stormton City. 

All Jack had to do was threaten him a little, and the chief editor would tell him 
everything. 

Madelyn didn’t have the power to make someone just disappear in this world without a 
trace. 

In conclusion, it was Jack who didn’t want to put any effort into the investigation. 

He didn’t want to get to the bottom of things. 

There was another possibility… 

Even if Jack found out Madelyn was the person behind everything, he would have 
countless excuses to convince himself that it wasn’t real. He would think that Jane had 
put the blame on Madelyn on purpose. He would think that Jane was trying to turn them 
against each other. In the end, all the blame would be put on Jane because Jack didn’t 
like her, and Madelyn would have done nothing wrong because Jack favored her. Jane 
was expected to do all of those bad things. 

If Madelyn did anything bad, then she must have been set up by Jane. Madelyn was not 
related to the Fowler family by blood, but to the family, she was the precious daughter 
and sister they had raised. 

Jane was related to the Fowler family by blood but had disappeared for 19 years. When 
she returned to the Fowler family, she wasn’t even as close to them as the dog they had 
raised. 

Therefore, Jane was right to be disrespected by all the Fowler family members. 

It was as if Jane deserved everything she got. 

Madelyn was being doted on by the Fowler family. She got everything she wanted and 
enjoyed the warmth of the family. 



Whereas Jane only deserved to be standing in the corner watching the warm scenes 
that couldn’t possibly belong to her in the distance. 

Her heart ached as if someone was slicing it into pieces. 

“Jack, save those words for yourself. 

“However, I do have proof for something. I have proof that you just framed me.” 

Jane turned the phone around. 

Everyone could now see the screen and what was playing on the screen. 

Jane not only had a recording on her phone. 

She had a video as well. 

It showed how Madelyn suddenly pounced at Jane and then as if she was bounced 
back by something invisible, she suddenly spun and fell to the ground. During the whole 
video, Jane didn’t even touch Madelyn. 

Everything was recorded clearly on camera. 

Jane didn’t even lay a finger on Madelyn. 

Madelyn fell over on her own. 

When Jack saw such clear evidence, he was at a loss for words. 

Dwayne didn’t know what to say either. 

This time… 

They had really been mistaken. 

They were proved wrong. 

“The matter about the trending searches, plus the matter about Peter and this time as 
well… 

“Jack Fowler, you’ve misunderstood me three times now. 

“You’ve even tried to hit me a few times and put me at risk. 

“For someone like you, I don’t even want to say that you’re a father. You’re just a *****, 
a total ****.” 
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He couldn’t believe what was happening. 

He was proved wrong by Jane. 

This wasn’t the first time either. 

It was actually the third time. 

Jack felt that he was very unlucky. 

He had never been so *****in his entire life. 

Jack was proved wrong so straightforwardly. 

The person who proved him wrong was actually his own daughter by blood. 

Even Dwayne fell silent. 

All his ********aura disappeared without a trace. 

“Ahem… 

“This is indeed very awkward,” Dwayne thought. 

“Daddy, Dwayne, I’ve already told you, I accidentally fell over by myself. Janie didn’t 
push me,” Madelyn said. 

She did so very quietly. 

She actually felt a little relieved that she had said those words before all of this 
happened. 

It was a good thing that she had those words planned. 

Otherwise, even Madelyn would be in a lot of trouble as well. 

At the same time, she felt curious. 

How was Jane’s phone made? 

The phone was able to record voices through a layer of clothes. 



Not only that, it was even able to record clear high-definition videos. 

It was a good thing that Madelyn didn’t have any flaws when **** with Jane. She didn’t 
admit to anything. 

If she didn’t do that, she would have been caught. 

Madelyn decided that she couldn’t be alone with Jane in the future anymore. Otherwise, 
she might fall into Jane’s trap without even knowing. 

“I have to thank Mr. Fowler for providing me with such good evidence before the lawsuit 
begins. 

“Get ready for the lawsuit, Mr. Fowler, and get ready to apologize.” 

With that said, Jane turned around and left. 

“Jane, wait!” 

When Jack saw that Jane was about to leave, he could no longer remain calm. 

“Are you really going to sue me? I’m your father. It’s the Fowler family’s blood that’s 
running through your veins, no matter how much you don’t want to admit this fact.” 

Jane had her back to Jack and said coldly, “You’re the one in the wrong, yet you’re still 
asking me why I want to sue you. Well, how about you apologize. to me and Lila, and I 
won’t make things too complicated?” 

“You!” 

How could Jack apologize to Jane and Lila? 

If he did that, he would be a ******* to the whole family. 

“If you can’t do that, then I’ll be seeing you in the courthouse. You’ll lose for sure this 
time.” 

Jane was done with a **** like Jack. 

He had been the person in the wrong, yet he still had to make up a load of 

excuses. 

He would always say he did those things for others and his family. 

What use was that? 



If finding excuses was useful, then what would be the need for the police? The people 
who suffered didn’t deserve it. 

They were left with no choice when ****with the power of the Fowler family. To the 
Fowler family, the weak deserved to suffer. 

This time, Jane was determined to teach Jack a lesson that he wouldn’t forget 

She even made an oath that she would change her name if she failed. All Jack could do 
was watch Jane leave. 

“Daddy, Dwayne, what should we do? If Janie really goes to court with Daddy, then 
wouldn’t it be a laughingstock to others? 

“Daddy, you’d better go and talk to Janie. Besides, Janie has no chance of winning…” 

Madelyn pretended to sound weak as she said those words. 

She wanted Jane to totally fall out with the Fowler family. 

If that happened, then no matter how much Jane influenced the Fowler family, there 
was no way she would be allowed to return to the Fowler family. 

Besides, Jack would definitely win the lawsuit this time. 

Even if Jack had wronged Jane, she had no evidence. 

Jane was just a person who had lost the support of the Fowler family. She had no 
power at all. 

If Jane continued with the lawsuit, then it would be a definite loss for her. 

“Things are probably not as simple as it seems this time.” 

Jack’s face darkened. 

There were two reasons why they had come to the University of Oricle. The first reason 
was to come and ask Jane about her actions. 

The second reason was that he wanted to know how Jane got to know Andy. 

However… 

Jack knew that with Jane’s recent attitude, he would only ***himself by asking such a 
question. 



“******, I’m really in a tight spot right now!” Jack exclaimed inwardly. 

The sky turned dark. 

Jane *****Lila home in her Porsche Cayenne. 

She then waved goodbye to Lila. 

At that moment, Jane’s phone vibrated. 

It was a WeChat notification. 

The message was from Hugh. 

Hugh messaged, “How about tonight?” 

Jane’s lips twitched. 

Why did she have the feeling that Hugh’s WeChat message was really ambiguous? 

Jane replied, “No, I’m busy tonight.” 

Hugh sent back, “Okay.” 

Hugh added a smiley face at the end of the last message. He had a sense of propriety. 

He didn’t ask Jane what she was going to do. 

Jane liked Hugh’s act. 

After all, with Hugh’s power, the environment he had grown up in, and his aura, Jane 
thought that Hugh was going to be a control *********. 

Even if Jane hadn’t agreed to sign the agreement with Hugh, the two of them were 
already related. 

Hugh would want to control Jane’s life domineeringly. 

This would make Jane very unhappy and force her to want to escape Hugh’s control. It 
would also cause her to resist. 

However, Hugh didn’t do that. 

This was something Jane liked about Hugh. 

Jane looked at the time. 



It was seven o’clock in the evening. 

Andy’s flight from Rheinsville to Stormton City would land at eight o’clock in the evening. 

Jane would just about make it if she set off for the airport now. 

She turned the steering wheel and stepped on the gas. The Porsche’s taillights cut 
across the darkness of the road and shot off into the distance. 

Meanwhile, at the airport… 

Anna was wearing a pair of sunglasses and a mink coat. She was waiting outside the 
arrivals gate for the plane from Rheinsville to Stormton City. 

“Looks like it’s a fail as expected, right?” 

Anna’s voice was indifferent when she heard what Dwayne said on the other end of the 
line. 

She had a hunch that things would turn out this way. 

Jane seemed to have turned into a completely different person. 

Her view of the Fowler family was full of hatred and disgust. 

It was completely different from when she first arrived back at the Fowler family and had 
tried to please them. Back then, Jane was shy and felt that she was inferior. 

Anna had to admit that the new Jane caused Anna to not look down on her anymore. 

She felt that this was what a daughter of the Fowler family should be like… 

One who had confidence, ability, and a cutting-edge aura and not be so timid like Jane 
was before. 

Back then, at first sight, people thought that Jane didn’t deserve to be a part of the 
Fowler family. 

However, such aura should not have been used on one’s own family. Jane was the 
daughter of Anna and a part of the Fowler family. 

To Anna, Jane needed to use that cutting-edge aura of hers on their enemies. 

This matter about Jane was becoming more and more complicated. It made Anna very 
tired both physically and ********. 



“Why can’t Jane be gentle, kind, and mature like Madelyn?” Anna wondered. “Where’s 
your dad now?” 

“He… he’s been in the study ever since he got back from the university. Maddie has 
been crying as well. She feels that everything that happened is all her fault. When he 
found out what was going on, Peter went to comfort Maddie.” 

“All right, I’m aware. I’m at the airport right now. I got the news that Andy’s going to 
arrive in Stormton City at eight o’clock. I’ll try to convince him to 

give up this lawsuit just in case things get out of hand.” 

Anna had been doing business with Jack for many years. 

She had become a decisive person. 

Jack went to the University of Oricle to make things clear with Jane. At the same time, 
he went to see if there was a possibility of solving things privately. They didn’t want 
things to get complicated and *******the Fowler family. This would cause their 
company’s shares to plummet. 

If that didn’t work, then Anna would come to the airport beforehand and intercept Andy. 

They would get Andy to give up this lawsuit no matter what. 

If Jane had asked someone else to represent her in this lawsuit, the Fowler family 
wouldn’t have really cared. 

However, things were different with Andy. 

Since it was Andy, he would be able to turn the tides, even if he didn’t have enough 
evidence. He was known as a magician in the courthouse, the invincible lawyer. 

“Tell your dad to get it together. He’s the one who caused all of this. He went to cause 
trouble for Jane without knowing anything, and the whole family is trying to tidy up his 
mess. Why does he get to hide in this study? 

“If he doesn’t get it together, then I’ll teach him a lesson when I get back.” 
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No Way Back Chapter 43-Anna didn’t know what had happened at the university. 

She didn’t even have time to find out why Madelyn was so upset. 



At the moment, the most important thing to her was to eliminate any possibility of the 
Fowler family’s reputation being ruined. 

“Actually, Mom…” 

Dwayne felt that he had to tell Anna what happened earlier. 

They had wronged Jane yet again. 

Things had probably come to a point of no return. 

However, Anna hung up before Dwayne could say anything. 

That was because Anna had already seen Andy. 

Andy’s blonde hair and unique green eyes made him almost unable to be missed. 

Andy was about six feet, one inch tall. 

His clothes were mainly black. 

He wore a black leather jacket, black jeans, and a pair of black shoes. 

This caused him to look even taller. 

Andy was the tallest in the crowd. 

However, Andy’s skin was so pale that it made him look like he was ***. 

His skin was different from the pale skin of foreigners. 

It made him look ****. 

Even his lips were pale. 

Because of this, Andy always put on some lipstick. 

The lipstick made his lips look bright. 

His curly blonde hair hung down randomly from the top of his head and partially covered 
his bloodshot eyes. There were traces of dark circles around his eyes as well. 

The bright red lips, unusually pale skin, and a pair of unique green eyes combined with 
his black clothes made Andy look very different 



It was as if he was something that had just climbed out of a coffin. That something was 
an 18th-century vampire. 

Someone like this would definitely be the center of attention in a crowd. The crowd 
around Andy subconsciously kept some distance from him. Some people took out their 
phones and secretly took pictures of him. 

Some people wanted to talk to Andy but didn’t know how to start a conversation. 

Some courageous people even went to ask Andy if he was a foreign celebrity. 

All Andy did was shake his head. He didn’t say anything. 

He walked away while dragging his suitcase behind him. “Hello, Andy.” 

Anna walked up to Andy and greeted him. 

Andy had seen Anna from a distance and stopped walking. 

His lips parted a little. 

A very soft voice sounded. 

“Can I help you, Mrs. Fowler?” 

Andy’s voice didn’t sound like a man’s voice at all. 

It was a more neutral voice. 

It was a good thing that Andy obviously looked like a man. 

Otherwise, one would have thought that he was a woman. 

However, it was this kind of voice that seemed to be able to penetrate one’s heart. 

One was subconsciously attracted to him. 

It was as if Andy himself was really a vampire with special powers. 

His voice was like a vampire luring its prey into its trap. 

The prey was attracted to the voice and unable to break free. 

Due to Andy’s appearance, someone joked that the reason he was invincible during 
lawsuits was that he was too good-looking and had charmed everyone in the courtroom. 



As a first-class lawyer, Andy actually accepted Jane’s case. 

This meant that he had found out everything about the Fowler family. 

There was still a little bit of distance until the VIP exit. 

Anna was only able to intercept Andy through a special path. 

Andy didn’t like to bring an assistant with him when flying. 

He didn’t even bring any bodyguards. 

It was his habit. 

The assistant had flown to Stormton City in advance to wait for Andy. 

The reason Andy gave for this choice was that he always felt trapped while on the 
plane. 

Therefore, he didn’t want to hear about work matters when he wasn’t in a good mood. 
He preferred lying down and listening to music. 

That wasn’t possible if his assistant was with him. 

Therefore, Anna was successful in intercepting Andy. 

“Looks like you know me, Andy. I’ll get straight to the point. 

“Let’s find a place to sit and talk about the conditions. I want you to not represent Jane 
in this lawsuit.” 

Anna told Andy why she was there straightforwardly. 

“Well…” 

A playful looked appeared in Andy’s unique green eyes. 

It was as if he had found an interesting toy. 

Such a gaze made Anna feel a little uncomfortable. 

“Mrs. Fowler, for someone like you, you should have done quite a lot of research on me, 
right? 

“After all, you even knew what time I would arrive in Stormton City. You even came to 
intercept me. 



“You’re even trying to lure me with a promise of gain. Looks like I’ve been 
underestimated.” 

Anna bit her tongue lightly to force herself to calm down. 

She had known from the start that Andy wasn’t someone to be lured easily. 

After all, he was Crucsia’s most famous first-class lawyer. A lot of people tried to please 
him. 

However, since Anna had come there to bribe Andy, it was obvious that she was 
prepared. 

“Of course, I’ve heard about you, Andy. To be honest with you, Jane is my daughter, 
and she’s the daughter that the Fowler family lost for 19 years. 

“I’m heartbroken that things have come to this due to some 

misunderstandings. Honestly speaking, this is a family matter, and we don’t want things 
to get complicated. We don’t want ourselves to become a laughingstock to others. 

“As long as you name your price, Andy, the Fowler family will do its best to satisfy you. 
I’m not trying to brag, but the Fowler family has quite a lot of power in Stormton City, 
Crucsia, and even the world. 

“Even for someone like you, Andy, you must have something that you find hard to solve 
by yourself, right? Tell us about it, and the Fowler family might be able to help you solve 
your problem.” 

Anna had been the negotiations expert at the Fowler Corporation when they were rising. 

She had prepared everything she was going to say before Andy arrived. 

After thinking about it, everything was perfect. 

She had first told about Jane’s identity, which was that she was a member of the Fowler 
family. 

Anna made things sound like it was just a small problem. It was only a quarrel between 
members of the family. 

Such things wouldn’t need to be taken to court. 

After that, Anna mentioned the ability of the Fowler family and made a priceless promise 
to Andy. 



One would normally take such an offer. 

However, that wasn’t the case this time. 

Andy smiled. 

He wasn’t looking at Anna. 

Instead, he waved his head to someone behind her. 

Janie!” 

Anna’s body stiffened when she heard Andy call Jane’s name. 

“I was wondering why only Jack and Dwayne came looking for trouble at the university 
today and where’ve you been. 

“It looks like you’re here to intercept my lawyer. What are you trying to do? Are you 
trying to bribe my lawyer? 

“This is another piece of good evidence I’ve found.” 

Anna turned around. 

As soon as she did that, she saw Jane holding a phone and recording all of 

Jane’s voice was filled with disdain. 

“Jane, you’re… you’re mistaken. I’ve only come to say hello to Andy.” 

Anna immediately began to panic. 

If Jane showed the video to the judge and the jury, the Fowler family would be at an 
even more disadvantage. 

This wasn’t good news. 

Jane put away her phone calmly and whistled. “Oh, you’re just here to say hello, are 
you? Is she telling the truth, Andy?” 

“That’s right. Mrs. Fowler has shown me something quite interesting.” 

Andy walked past Anna and toward Jane. He then intimately wrapped his arms around 
Jane’s waist. 

“Janie, looks like Mrs. Fowler doesn’t know what kind of person she has offended. 



“I’m beginning to feel sorry for the Fowler family. Looks like the people of the Fowler 
family aren’t smart at all. Are they really related? 

“How can a ***like Mrs. Fowler give birth to such a smart girl like Janie?” 
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Anna’s eyes widened in anger. 

“What did Andy just say? 

“Did he just say that I’m a ****? 

“I’m the wife of the leader of the Fowler family. I had been an all-powerful negotiation 
queen!” Anna exclaimed inwardly. 

Anna had left the business world, but her stories were still being told. 

Any newcomers in the business world or seniors would all have to call Anna “Mrs. 
Fowler” respectfully. 

They were not only afraid of the power that the Fowler family held but also of Anna’s 
ability. They recognized Anna’s abilities. 

She lived under the spotlight and was respected and worshipped by others. This was 
the lifestyle that Anna had lived up until now. 

She had never been humiliated like this before. 

“Andy, I think Mrs. Fowler is not only a ****, but she has bad character as well. 

“Otherwise, why would she do something like bribery? 

“She doesn’t look at herself when she does something wrong but goes and tries to bribe 
others. 

“Looks like the top family in Stormton City is just a fig leaf.” 

Jane wasn’t holding anything back. 

She used this chance to totally humiliate Anna. 

“Jane!” 



Anna became so angry that she had to cover her chest with her hands. Her face had 
turned bright red. 

“Don’t forget, you’re my daughter! I gave birth to you. That’s why you’re alive. in this 
world! 

“I’m your mother! You not only have no sense of family glory and the thought to protect 
your family, but now you even dare to humiliate your 

mother like this! 

“Who the hell do you think you are?” 

Even if the Fowler family was in the wrong and misunderstood Jane, she shouldn’t have 
been like this. 

She shouldn’t have spoken to her mother with such an attitude. 

To Anna, what Jane had just done was unacceptable. 

It was even seen as Jane ruining the Fowler family’s reputation. 

This was because Jane was a Fowler herself. 

The blood of the Fowler family was running through her veins. 

Why couldn’t she speak nicely? 

Why did she have to show so much hostility toward the Fowler family? 

The most important thing was that Jack didn’t do what he did on purpose. He had just 
lost his cool because his family was involved. 

Family had always been the weakness of the Fowler family. 

It was the same for Jack, Anna, and their seven sons. 

As a member of the Fowler family with the family’s blood running through her veins, she 
had no feelings for the bond they shared. 

Even Madelyn shared the bond. 

What Jane did only made Anna more and more disappointed in her. 

The daughter that Anna gave birth to under so much danger was actually such an evil 
woman. 



“Can’t you take it, Mrs. Fowler? Like I’ve said, I’ve broken off all relationships. with the 
Fowler family. I have nothing to do with you anymore. 

“If you want to shout and let everyone know about this matter, you’re free to do so. I 
don’t really care. 

“If you do that, then the share prices and the Fowler family’s reputation will all be in 
danger” 

Jane saw the disappointment in Anna’s eyes. 

However… 

What did any of that have to do with her? 

After all, Jane had always been an outsider to the Fowler family. 

Jane had already experienced too much disappointment. She didn’t really care 
anymore. 

When she lived with the Fowler family, even her breathing was wrong. 

No matter what Madelyn did, she always got the support and comfort of the Fowler 
family. 

Jane, on the other hand, was timid and respectful to others, but she didn’t even get a 
smile from family members. She even had to suffer emotional abuse. 

On the contrary, when Jane made a scene, the Fowler family paid more attention to her. 

This made Jane remember a saying. 

Children who cried got the most attention… 

Even if they were looking at the child with eyes full of disgust. 

However, when the Fowler family members gritted their teeth in anger and hated Jane, 
she actually felt happy. 

This was because Jane had a sense of successful revenge. 

Jane’s words had hit their mark in Anna’s heart. 

Jane didn’t care about the Fowler family’s reputation. She even wanted to challenge the 
Fowler family’s authority and step on them. 



However, Anna cared about the Fowler family’s reputation. 

“Are we done? Let’s go, Janie.” 

Andy felt Anna was very ****. 

If it were in the past, Andy would have spent some time playing around with 

such a ***funny toy. 

However, it was the first formal meeting between Andy and Jane. 

It was very meaningful. 

Andy didn’t want to waste time on a toy. 

“Let’s go, Andy.” 

Jane withdrew her disdainful gaze. 

She didn’t take another look at Anna. 

“Jane…” 

At that moment, Anna opened her ***to speak. 

“Do you really want to break off all relationships with the Fowler family and totally fall 
out? 

“Does your conscience not hurt at all? Won’t you feel guilty or regret what you’ve done? 

“We shouldn’t have found you back then and taken you in. Your Aunt Diane tried to 
convince me to not continue to look for you. She wondered what use it would be even if 
we were able to find you, not to mention out of all the people in the city. She even said 
that you might even have been dead after 19 years. 

“I didn’t listen. I didn’t care. Every year, I spent a lot of money, time, and effort to find 
you. It’s because I wanted to make it up to you. As long as there was hope, I never 
thought of giving up. This is a mother’s belief. You’re a baby that I carried for over nine 
months! 

“However, was I wrong? Was I really wrong? I never dreamed that you’d be such a 
person. What I’ve done was bring a dangerous person into the house!” 

Anna’s voice was hoarse as she questioned Jane. 



Her eyes were red. 

There were even tears in her eyes. 

This didn’t look like Anna was acting. 

As she said those words, she felt her heart turn cold. 

Why? 

Why did the person who stabbed her behind her back and tried to ruin the Fowler 
family’s reputation have to be her daughter? 

Why did it have to be the daughter that she had lost for 19 years? 

Why did fate have to do this to Anna? 

If things were to develop toward the result that Anna was the most scared 

of, then it would be partly because of Anna. 

She was the one who caused all of this. 

She would become the sinner of the Fowler family. 

Andy stopped where he was. 

His brows furrowed a little. 

He looked at the side of Jane’s face worriedly. 

Andy didn’t know too much about the things between Jane and the Fowler family. 

However, from what Jane had told him, he knew that the Fowler family 

didn’t treat Jane as well as Anna said they did. 

Instead, they made Jane see through the **of the whole family and decide to leave. 

What Anna was doing was moral abduction. 

However, Anna was still Jane’s mother by blood. 

Andy was worried that if Jane was humiliated like this, her heart would ache. 

How would she feel? 



Jane seemed to have sensed Andy’s worried gaze. 

She gave him a big smile. 

This was to tell Andy that she was fine. 

Jane had long gotten used to such humiliations. 

It didn’t bother her at all. 

It was nowhere near the worst damage they had dealt during her previous life. 

Jane was forced to cut off her most beloved long hair by Peter. He then went and 
complimented Madelyn on how good her long hair looked. They played around with her 
and stepped on Jane’s feelings. 

This was only a small part of the harm that the Fowler family caused Jane. 

Jane quickly turned around. 

Her cold eyes were locked on Anna. 

Anna locked gazes with Jane’s cold eyes. 

Anna suddenly felt that the daughter in front of her looked unfamiliar to 

her. 

She didn’t feel in any way that they were related. 

Even her aura as a mother seemed to have disappeared. 

Most of all… 

Anna felt a sense of fear. 

“Anna, are you trying to use the fact that we’re related? 

“Since you said you’ve gone through all this trouble to find me and made your story so 
touching, then why did you not care about me after you found me and brought me back 
to the Fowler family? 

“All you care about is Madelyn. As for me, the daughter you lost for 19 years, you paid 
no attention at all. You didn’t even feel guilty. On the contrary, I’m not even as important 
as the pets Madelyn raised. Even they attract more attention than me. 



“Two weeks… For two whole weeks, you didn’t ask me whether I was 

sleeping, if I was used to the days at the Fowler family, or if the food suited. my taste. Is 
there a mother in the world who is like you? I don’t see that your care about me at all.” 

Jane’s voice was sharp and fierce, but she looked as calm as ever. 

This alone sent shivers down Anna’s back. 

Subconsciously, Anna was at a disadvantage when ****** with Jane. 

Not to mention… 

What Jane had said was the truth. 

was something that Anna didn’t know how to face. 

“Jane, you’re mistaken… I was just… You just came back, so I was in a little bit of a 
mess. I always had the sense of not being fully prepared. I didn’t know how to face you. 

“But… I gave you a home, a family, and kinship! Isn’t that what you always wanted?” 
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words. 

“Kinship? 

“A home? 

“Didn’t know how to face me?” Jane asked inwardly. 

As a mother, Anna actually said that she didn’t know how to face a daughter she had 
lost for 19 years and was looking forward to kinship and a bright future as well. That 
daughter decided to hide her abilities just so that she could please what she thought 
was family. 

If that was the case, then why did Anna want to take her back in? 

Why did Anna have to pretend that she was kind and say that everyone had given up on 
Jane and she was the only one in the family that didn’t? 

Jane would have probably enjoyed her previous life more if she didn’t return to the 
Fowler family. 



She also wouldn’t have been killed in a fire. Her heart had been totally broken by her 
family and couldn’t be pieced back together again. 

Jane admired Anna’s shamelessness. 

In the past, she had never thought that Anna would be so shameless. 

There had been a few times that Jane wanted to give up in her previous life. She had 
been hurt too much by her family. She was even diagnosed with a depressive disorder. 
She used every last breath in her in an attempt to escape hell. 

It was Anna who tried to comfort her in tears and used sweet words to lure her back. 
Anna was like a devil’s messenger who used an invisible hand to drag Jane back into 
the abyss and even deeper into hell. 

To some extent… 

For someone like Anna, who subconsciously dragged her own daughter into hell and 
tortured her, feeling touched by her was even scarier “Did you think giving me a luxury 
bedroom, high-class food, and servants was all that was needed? You’re raising a 
daughter, not some pet. 

“When you saw Peter emotionally abusing me and Madelyn treating me 

unfairly, you decided to ignore 

“Not only that, but you even encouraged them by setting an example. You were doing 
the same thing as Jack. All you cared about was Madelyn’s feelings and doted on her. 
You always ruled me, your real daughter, out. 

“Anna, did you think that you were right because you didn’t hurt me or pick on me? Do 
you know that what you did hurt me even more than being stabbed by a knife? Did you 
know that when I needed the comfort of family the most, you were just watching coldly 
from one side? What you’ve done would make anyone feel hopeless. 

“You always said that you were my mother. Then why didn’t you do anything. when I 
needed you to save me? You were even trying to suppress me when I broke off all 
relationships with the Fowler family. Why did you do that?” 

Such a mother wasn’t worth Jane’s time at all. 

Anna didn’t deserve to be a mother. 

She didn’t deserve Jane’s respect or worry. 



The reason Jane hadn’t ruined the whole Fowler family was that she just wanted to be 
away from all of this after she was reborn. 

In this life, she wanted to break off all relationships with the Fowler family and enjoy a 
free life by herself. 

Because she was the daughter of Jack and Anna, the blood running through her veins 
belonged to the Fowler family. 

She hated the blood in her body, her identity, and her looks. 

However, this couldn’t change the fact that she was a child of the Fowler family 

This was something that Jane used her life to repay during her previous life. During this 
life, the Fowler family got what they wanted. She broke off all relationships with them 
and went as far away as possible. 

However, the Fowler family still thought it wasn’t enough. They still came. and disturbed 
Jane’s life. 

Why did they get to do such a thing? 

Was it just because Jane was the daughter of Jack and Anna? 

Was it just because it was the Fowler family’s blood that was running 

through Jane’s veins? Was that why she was destined to be the Fowler family’s dog and 
be stepped on by them? Was that why they could order her around however they 
wanted and she didn’t even have the right to say no? “Jane, you… you misunderstood 
me. In fact, it’s normal for Peter and the others to treat you like that. It’s because they’re 
not familiar with you. You’ve just got back to the Fowler family, so it’s normal for them to 
be distant. 

“Maddie’s just an adopted daughter of the Fowler family and has grown up with your 
brothers. Therefore, she’s more familiar with them. It’s normal for Peter and the others 
to favor her more. As her sister, you should love her more and not envy her. Don’t fight 
with Maddie over everything. 

“Maddie is already pitiful enough. She’s an orphan. When she found out about your true 
identity, she was always saying that she was going to leave the Fowler family and give 
you the position of being the only daughter of the Fowler family. She was upset because 
of the misunderstanding between you. Is she not your sister just because you’re not 
related by blood? 



“You promised me that you’d give way for Maddie. I believe that when you’ve spent 
enough time with Peter and the others, things will gradually improve. After all, you’re 
their sister by blood!” 

Anna was in a little bit of a panic. 

However, she sounded as confident as ever. 

She didn’t feel she was in the wrong at all. 

Jane was the real daughter of the Fowler family. 

This was something that no one could refuse. 

With the blood running through her veins, she would definitely get some of the assets of 
the Fowler family in the future. 

This was something countless people dreamed of getting. 

It also gave Jane a life of luxury. She wouldn’t have to rent a house to live in like before. 

As for the relationships, they would need time to repair. That couldn’t be rushed. 

To Anna, she hadn’t done anything wrong. 

Jane couldn’t help but laugh. 

She tried to cover her face. 

However, that didn’t stop her from laughing louder and louder. 

In her previous life, when Jane wanted to leave the Fowler family, Anna had said the 
exact same thing. 

She had given Jane hope and gotten her to stay. 

After that, Jane acted like she was an ******. She kept on giving and asked for nothing in 
return. 

She had really believed Anna’s words. 

She thought that it was only a matter of time. 

She thought that there was a problem with the effort she was putting in. 



She thought that as time progressed and she had put in enough and done. her best to 
please others, she would get something in return. 

That something was love from her family. 

Jane would give way to whatever Madelyn wanted. 

She was afraid that she would steal her brothers’ and Madelyn’s thunder, so she 
pretended to be weak and not very capable. 

Jane watched as Jack and the others did all they could to buy Madelyn presents. 

As for herself, she could only get the things that Madelyn didn’t want. 

Jane still had to comfort herself. 

She kept on telling herself that the presents were given to her by her family. 

It was just that she was the elder sister and Madelyn was the younger 

sister. 

Her identity was quite special as well. 

It was quite sensitive in the Fowler family and made her feel like she was. 

inferior. 

As the older sister, Jane convinced herself to give way to Madelyn. 

However, she had given so much after so many years, but no one had 

asked what Jane wanted. 

No one seemed to care. 

All they asked was what Madelyn wanted. 

Madelyn always got to choose first. 

They took Jane’s actions for granted. 

This caused Jane to give up her **self. 

What did she get in return? 



Depressive disorder? Suicide? Autonomy? Self-denial? 

Everything also led to Madelyn’s setup of the fire. 

None of the Fowler family members believed Jane and were casting her aside. 

They didn’t even flinch when Jane was burned alive. They didn’t even look. back. 

What they didn’t know was the feeling of the pain that Jane experienced. 

The pain of her skin, flesh, bones, eyes, *****, and tongue being slowly swallowed by 
the fire. 

There was no way out for her. 

She also couldn’t ask for a quick death. 

Back then, she just wanted to ***. 

She would have rather ******than be tortured slowly. 

What felt even more painful for Jane was what Jack did. 

Jack kicked her. 

The kick landed on her abdomen. 

This was the place where Jane had used to help Jack to block a fatal 

bullet. 

That bullet almost killed Jane. 

It also left her with a scar that would be with her for life. 

Every winter, the wound would begin to ache. 

For a period of time after she was hit by the bullet, she couldn’t even go to the toilet 
normally. She could only change stool bags at the hospital. 

Every time she had to endure the strange looks of passersby, the sarcasm 

from her brothers, and the disdainful looks in Jack and Anna’s eyes. *Jane?” 

Andy looked at Jane, who was laughing crazily with worried eyes. 



His senses didn’t lie to him. 

There was something else within Jane’s laughter. 

There was a sense of loneliness. 

Even though Jane wanted to cover it up, the sadness was still evident. 

Andy heard it clearly. 

Anna listened to Jane’s laughter and felt a chill down her spine. “Jane, what are you 
laughing at? Did I say anything wrong?” 

“Looks like I was wrong. I was so wrong. 

“I first thought you just didn’t like me. I even thought you disliked me so much that you 
didn’t want me to return to the Fowler family, and that’s why you just watched when I 
was persecuted. 

“What I didn’t expect was that you actually thought I deserved all of this. You think that I 
deserved to be hurt. 

“That’s enough, Anna. It’s really enough. You may think that the daughter of the Fowler 
family is a precious identity, but to me, it’s just a piece of ***. 

“I’ll see you at the courthouse. I’m definitely going to make you pay.” 

When Jane said those words, there was no anger in her voice. 

She sounded calm. 

In fact, she was so calm that she even scared herself. 

She was a little too calm. 

Jane’s heart had already turned into a chunk of ice. No one would be able. 

to melt the ice. 

This made Jane feel quite comfortable. 

This way, she wouldn’t be hurt by the people who call themselves her family. 

She wouldn’t be able to feel any pain either. 

After Jane said those words, she turned on her heels and left. 



She didn’t care about what Anna said anymore. 

Seeing this, Anna wanted to grab Jane. 

Her heart still ached, and she felt that she was wrong to have taken Jane back. 

Technically speaking, Anna was still thinking about the Fowler family’s reputation and 
wanted to use kinship to end the lawsuit. 

Otherwise, the Fowler family’s reputation would be ruined. 

She would need to do her best to correct what was wrong. 

Anna didn’t want to look for excuses. 

However, something unexpected happened. 

Andy stopped Anna. 

“Mrs. Fowler, I know every mother has their own unique personality and this is someone 
else’s family matter, so I have no right to get involved. 

“However, as an observer and lawyer, anyone who stood by and watched. the victim get 
hurt and didn’t act and justifies their actions instead… 

“Are all an accessory to the crime. 

“It’s like late justice isn’t complete justice after all. 

“Since you say that you worked so hard to get your daughter back, then your should 
think about what you’ve done. 

“Do your actions match your positive image?” 

Not to mention that…. 
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bullied was nobody else. 

She was Jane’sbiological mother! 

She was the one who boasted about how great a mother she was, claiming that she 
had never given up on overcoming all obstacles! 



It was really ****. 

Anna was taken aback on the spot. 

She was overwhelmed by the killing intent conveyed in Andy’s tone. 

After all, Andy was a top lawyer, *******known as the number one “middleman” on the 
Darknet. 

In fact, Andy grew up in an unusual environment. 

He was brought up in a world that Anna could never imagine. 

Indeed, Andy had successfully survived till this day. 

Not only that, he even had such great achievements. 

If only he revealed his true strength, even Jack would be threatened. 

It was really rare for Andy, who has always been emotionless, to reveal killing intent. 

Apparently, Anna has gone too far. 

Because she actually made Jane sad! 

When Anna came back to her senses, she already could not find both of them. 

Andy and Jane had disappeared. 

She thought to herself, “Did. Did I do something wrong?” 

She could not help but think, “But what did I do wrong? Jane just returned 

to the Fowler family. She will need time to familiarize herself with the environment and 
people.” 

She continued to think to herself, “Every one of them has their own. 

tempers. If I interfere, it will definitely have the opposite effect.” 

She still thought that it was normal for Jane to be treated coldly in the beginning. She 
believed that as time passed, the situation would become better. 

“****has been in the Folwer family for so long, but suddenly, Jane came. Everyone was 
worried that ****wouldn’t be able to take it well and hence, they neglected Jane but dote 
on ***even more. This is expected. What’s wrong with that?” 



Anna muttered in an innocent tone. 

Meanwhile, Andy dragged the luggage and got into the car with Jane. 

Jane glanced at Andy and asked, “Where’s your assistant? The one who’s been going 
viral online recently for talking about the law?” 

“He’s not really my assistant. He’s considered my partner because he holds 35% shares 
of AD Firm. I’m afraid he’ll be unhappy if people think he’s just. an assistant.” 

He continued to say, “The evidence of your lawsuit is conclusive. You have nothing to 
worry about. He stayed in the Rheinsville and I came alone.” 

He paused for a little before he said, “Moreover, it’s my first official meeting with you. I 
don’t want others to disturb us.” 

Andy sat in the front passenger seat. His voice was gentle. He was holding one side of 
his face with his hand, and his eyes reflected an enchanting. light under the car’s 
ambient lights. 

Hearing that, Jane smiled as she gently brushed her fingertips across the steering 
wheel. She then said teasingly, “Alright, I’ll bring you to have fun tonight then. We won’t 
be going home until we’re drunk.” 

Andy replied, “Sure!” 

Speaking of this, Andy’s eyes sank slightly as if he thought of something. 

He spoke carefully. 

“Janie, are you alright?” 

Indeed, he was worried about Jane. Hence, he stopped joking and tried to ask in a 
serious tone 

“I don’t know what kind of conflict you have with the Fowler family, but from what Mrs. 
Fowler said, I don’t think the Fowler family deserves you.” 

Without investigation, there is no right for anyone to make any judgment. 

This was Andy’s principle as a lawyer. 

There was no other reason for him to say this. 

He wanted to help Jane as a friend. 



He could not stand to hear Anna’s shameless speech just now. 

That was why he gave this advice to Jane because he cared for her. 

“Andy, you’re right. The Fowler family doesn’t deserve me. I’ve cut ties with them. I’m a 
freeman now. Don’t worry, I’m fine,” she replied. 

Then, she added, “I knew that it’s impossible to get what I want. Giving up decisively is 
a relief for me.” 

The car window was open. 

The wind was a little strong. 

Jan felt comfortable as she enjoyed the breeze. 

She rubbed her hair as if she had nothing to worry about. 

However, the price that she had paid was too high. 

She had sacrificed so many years of her life and even one’s life. 

Being burned by flames was even more torturing than death. Fortunately, she was 
reborn. 

Jane put away her desire to sincerely yearn for kinship. 

She figured her heart deserved better. 

But not those who were from the Fowler family! 

From then on, she let everything go. 

She wanted to have nothing to do with the Fowler family. 

Andy said, “It’s just that I was bitten by a few mad dogs today. And it kind of 

ruined my good mood to meet you for the first time.” 

“Just a little,” she added. 

Jane pointed her index finger and thumb at Andy. 

Andy replied, “If a dog bites us, we just have to bite it back. Not only that, but we have 
to bite them even harder, making sure it’s a lot more painful for them!” 



He said, “We cannot allow ourselves to be bullied, not even dogs!” 

At this moment, Andy had a nonchalant expression on his face as he said something 
that clearly went against the logic of the secular world. 

If anyone else heard this, they would think that Andy was too cynical. It was strange for 
him to make such an analogy with humans and dogs. It was only right for humans not to 
fight with dogs! 

“Yes, Andy. How can I not bite them back? I still have to bite them hard a few times until 
I can see their flesh and blood spilling everywhere! I want them to reap what they sow!” 

Jane smiled as she added. 

“I know that I’m not a good person. but it’s fine. I can live with it. I just can’t convince 
myself to pretend as if nothing happened. Why should I act like a ****when they did 
something wrong? No! I want to take my revenge! I want them to go through what I’ve 
been through! I want to tear them apart!” she said. 

“Janie…” 

Andy looked at Jane with excitement in his eyes. He said, “You are indeed. the No. 1 in 
my heart! Well said! Queen! I think we should be very. compatible!” 

Breaking the norms of the world. 

He wanted to live the way he wanted. 

He would take revenge if he needed to. 

Of course, he would love like there was no tomorrow too. 

He could never understand when he was told to forgive people who did him. wrongly. 

He believed in the saying, “An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth”. 

He would make those people who hurt him pay the price! 

She replied, “Of course, if we didn’t see eye to eye, how could we have been. working 
partners for so many years?” 

She added, “Alright. Sit tight. Let’s go drink!” 

He replied, “Yes!” 

Jane stepped on the accelerator, turned the steering wheel, and ******away. 



After driving for half an hour, they had just gotten off the highway. 

They then returned to Stormton City. 

Jane planned to take Andy to Nightshade Bar. 

Coincidentally, Nightshade Bar’s boss, Robert Shane, sent her Diamond VIP 
Membership Card. 

There was money in the card and they could spend as much as they want. There was a 
great discount too. 

At this moment. 

They realized something happened. 

Jane released the throttle and stepped on the brake. 

She frowned. 

“There’s a car accident…” she muttered. 

A car had somehow been overturned in front of them. 

Many people were watching aside. 

Apparently, they did not dare to go forward. 

Some people called the police and ambulance. 

Seeing that someone had done this, Jane did not care too much. 

After being reborn in this life, she no longer wanted to be a busybody. 

Jane only wanted to care about her most important friends. 

She turned to say, “We have to go another way. It’s going to take ten more minutes, 
Andy.” 

“No, Janie. There’s something wrong with that car…” 

After hearing what Andy said, Jane took a closer look. 

The car was leaking gasoline! 

At this moment, they noticed something. 



A small dog wriggled out of the car. 

The puppy wasn’t injured. It just barked at the person in the car. 

Seeing that there was no reaction, the puppy bit its toy again. Its eyes were bloodshot 
as it looked around at the surrounding people who did not dare to approach. 

In an instant, the puppy saw Jane who was in the car. 

He ran to the front of her car and put down its toys. 

It actually kneeled down in front of Jane’s car. 

It was as if it was silently begging for help. 

It was trying to say, “Save my master.” 

It was trying to offer Jane its most precious possession. “Tsk…” 

Seeing that, Jane unbuckled her seat belt. 

“Andy, you drive. Rewind,” she said. 

“Janie, you can’t be thinking of…” Andy said hesitantly. 

Andy had yet to finish speaking. 

But Jane had already gotten out of the car. 

She rushed over. 

After checking the car, she first confirmed that there were two more people inside. 

There was one adult and one kid. 

The driver was a middle-aged man. At this moment, he was struggling to open his 
blood-stained eyes. 

He said, “Please… save my daughter…” 

Jane replied, “No, you need to make it out alive. I’m not going to help you to raise your 
daughter!” 

With that, Jane kicked open the rear window. 

At this moment. 



Anna was also driving off the highway. 

This time, she ******herself as she wanted to look for Andy. She didn’t even 

call the driver. 

And this was the shortest route to return to the Fowler’s villa. 

Actually, Anna left the airport in the suburbs faster than Jane. 

However, her car was not as fast as Jane’s. In addition, she was still pondering about 
what Jane and Andy had said. 

After thinking about it, Anna just didn’t know what she did wrong. 

She obviously thought she was right. 

Instead, she felt that Jane was being too petty. 

She thought that Jane was asking for too much as she wanted to replace Madelyn as 
soon as she returned to the Fowler family. 

This would only have the opposite effect and make the Fowlers hate her even more! 

Not long after they got off the highway, she then saw the car accident in front ahead 

And she saw the only person that went forward to try to save the victims. 

She could not believe that it was Jane. 

Anna thought she was seeing things! 
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the car. 

The little girl had fainted. Fortunately, she looked like she had no fatal injuries. 

Andy parked the car and quickly came over to help Jane save the little girl’s father. 

“Stop watching! Run! The car is going to explode!” 

Jane roared and ran away. 

Everyone was slightly stunned. 



At that, everyone smelled the smell of gasoline in the air. 

They instantly stayed far away. 

After a while, a loud explosion was heard. 

“Boom!” 

The car exploded. 

Fortunately, the people in the car were rescued in time. 

At this moment, the ambulance, fire truck, and police arrived. 

They quickly controlled the scene. 

Fortunately, Jane and Andy stepped forward to help. 

Therefore, there were no fatalities in the accident. 

The middle-aged man did not care about the wounds on his body. He immediately 
hugged the little girl who was unconscious in his arms and kept crying. “Baby girl… 
Wake up! Wake up!” 

As the middle-aged man shouted, the little girl gradually regained consciousness and 
opened her eyes. 

“Daddy Daddy…” 

She continued to utter, “Don’t. Don’t cry” 

She was struggling to say, “I… I’m fine… I’m okay… It doesn’t hurt…” 

“Daddy, you’re the one who’s in pain…” 

She reached out and touched her father’s cheek. 

The little girl grinned to show a bright smile. 

Despite there was blood flowing down her forehead and cheeks. 

The middle-aged man cried tears of joy and hugged the little girl tightly. “Baby girl, 
Thank God you’re alright…” 

The puppy also surrounded the two of them and wagged its tail happily. 



When Jane saw this scene, she lowered his eyes. She turned around and left silently. 

Suddenly, she heard someone calling her. “Thank you…” 

When the little girl realized that Jane was about to leave, she spoke weakly. 

Jane did not answer. She only showed a thumb-up gesture with her back facing the little 
girl. 

“Thank you! Thank you so much for saving us!” 

The man hugged the little girl and knelt down on both his knees. He kowtowed to Jane 
who was leaving. 

Jane returned to her Porsche Cayenne and picked up the puppy’s toy. 

She smiled as she casually threw the toy into the car. 

“Jane!” 

A familiar voice was heard. 

Jane’s eyes turned cold. She turned around and saw the last person she wanted to see. 

It was Anna. 

She instantly felt her head hurt a little. 

She quickly said, “Anna, are you a ghost? Why are you haunting me?” 

Anna said, “Huh?” 

Apparently, Anna did not expect Jane to be so disrespectful to her. 

However, Anna suppressed her anger after seeing what Jane had just done. 

“Jane, why did you save them? Don’t you know that this is very dangerous!” she 
shouted. 

She added, “The car just now was leaking oil and was about to explode. 

Can’t you just it to the professionals?” 

She anxiously asked, “What if something happens to you?” 



Anna felt so worried when she recalled the scene just now. Jane and Andy retreated 
very quickly. 

It did not take them too long to save the people in the car. 

But if something happened… 

That was no joke! 

Upon hearing that, Jane said, “Whether anything happens to me has nothing to do with 
you, right? Don’t lecture me like a mother! I’ve already cut ties with the Fowler family!” 

She added, “Besides, isn’t that your wish to see me ****? I will only be a time. bomb to 
the Fowler family if I live. That way, there won’t be a lawsuit and the Fowler family’s 
reputation wouldn’t be ruined!” 

Jane really did not understand what Anna was thinking. 

Now, she could not understand why Anna acted like she was concerned about her 
safety. 

However, Anna never showed her concerns when she needed them the most. 

All along, she stood aside to watch Jane being abused and insulted without doing 
anything. She was being bullied to the point where her body and mind were shattered! 

“Jane, why do you have to talk to me like this? Do you know that you hurt me a lot? I’m 
concerned about you, but you push me away!” 

“Can’t you be like ***? Can’t you be more gentle, kind, and understanding? If it’s ****, 
she won’t make me angry as how you did! She won’t disobey me! She won’t take my 
intention wrongly!” Anna exclaimed. 

She continued to say, “Since you have the good intention to help a stranger, why can’t 
you be more patient with your own family? You just returned to the Fowler family, yet 
you want to replace ****and get everyone’s attention and love! Don’t you think you’re 
being too selfish?” 

Anna was trembling with anger. 

For Anna, Jane was like a hedgehog. 

She thought she was merely speaking out of goodwill. 

When the car exploded just now, she even broke out in cold sweat because she was so 
worried for Jane. 



She was afraid that Jane would be hurt. 

Somehow, she could not understand what was Jane thinking. 

She wondered why Jane would treat her so coldly. 

Anna felt very disappointed. 

She could not believe that her own daughter whom she had risked her life. to give birth 
to would treat her this way. 

This sounded like a joke to her. 

She could not help but think that she would have no regrets if Madelyn was the 
biological daughter of the Fowler family. 

Jane snorted and said, “Tsk… tsk… No thanks!” 

She added, “Also, mind you that I’m no longer the daughter of the Fowler family. I have 
nothing to do with you. You don’t have the right to say I’m selfish. It’s none of your 
business!” 

She continued, “For you, Madelyn will always be better than me. I’ve already cut ties 
with the Fowler family. I don’t care if you want to have Madelyn as your one and only 
daughter!” 

Anna made it sound like Jane was so desperate to be the daughter of the Fowler family. 

Anyhow, Jane despised that identity now. 

She had enough of dealing with this ***. 

Surely, Jane was not someone to be trifled with. 

With just a few words, she made Anna so angry that her breathing. quickened and her 
whole face turned red. 

“Mrs. Fowler, are you here to cause trouble for Janie again?” 

At this moment, Andy had already taken care of everything and walked 

over. 

He looked at Anna as his face darkened. 

Anna said sarcastically, “How dare I?” 



She added, “I guess I owed you in my previous life!” 

Anna clutched her chest and left in exasperation. 

She was caring about Jane’s safety. However, Jane obviously did not appreciate that. 

Jane would clearly stand up for others, but she still insisted to stand against the Fowler 
family. 

They were one family, but they treat each other like enemies! 

All of a sudden, Anna’s worries about Jane vanished without a trace. 

She finally convinced herself. 

She would treat Jane as an unfilial daughter! 

Anna thought that she was really a ***back then. 

She could not believe that she actually wanted to find Jane and brought her back to the 
Fowler family. 

There were clearly so many people dissuading Anna. 

Also, Anna already had Madelyn as her daughter. 

Nevertheless, there was no point in regretting it now. 

She figured it was better for her to go back quickly. 

She would also need to think of a way to deal with this matter. 

“Andy, we were wrong just now. Even a puppy is willing to give up the most. 

precious thing to save its master,” Jane said. 

She continued, “Yet, some people are worse than dogs!” 

Jane’s voice was neither loud nor soft. 

She said it on purpose for Anna to hear 

Hearing that, Anna gritted his teeth. 

Anna then got into the car and ********off 



Andy said, “She left. She’s so mad.” 

With that, Jane replied, “She deserves it!” 

Jane despised Annal 

Andy shrugged and replied, “To be honest, I’m surprised that you’ll help.” 

Jane remained her cold expression as she said, “Just think of it as a random act of 
kindness.” 

Then, Jane glanced at the father and daughter who had been sent to the ambulance. 

Andy explained, “The man is a driver. His wife ****quite some time ago, so no one can 
take care of the daughter. He had no choice but to bring her along because there’s no 
one at home.” 

He added, “Fortunately, they had insurance plans. They should be able to compensate 
a lot for the accident. Both of them were slightly injured but it won’t affect their future 
lives.” 

Andy had briefly asked about the situation. 

After listening to what Andy said, Jane said, “Let’s go.” 

Jane got into the car. 

She recalled the scene where the father and the daughter cried just now. 

A lot of thoughts ran through her mind. 

Even in the most dangerous situation, the father never thought of giving up his daughter 
and was determined to protect her at all costs. 

However, a mother could watch coldly as her biological daughter, who had gone 
missing for 19 years, was being abused and hurt by her family even though the family 
was wealthy. 

She could not help but think to herself, “Such an irony contrast!” 

Jane would rather be born into an ordinary family. 

It would be countless times happier than living in a living ****like the Fowler family! 
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But little did they know.. 

The entire process of Jane rescuing the father and the daughter before the 

car exploded was captured by someone. 

Apparently, that person posted it on Tik Tok. 

It instantly caused a discussion on the internet. 

The number of likes, comments, and shares increased rapidly. 

The video went viral on the internet with the title [The Most Respected Heroine on the 
Road! The Breathtakingly Beautiful Angel!] 

Meanwhile, in the Nightshade Bar… 

Peter brought Larry here to drink. 

Seeing Peter drinking nonstop, Larry could not stand it anymore. 

“Peter, that’s enough. If you continue drinking, you’ll really be doomed! You’re still 
taking leave to recover. What are you thinking?” 

Peter glanced at Larry indifferently and finished his drink in one shot. He pressed the 
call bell and said, “Get me another bottle of wine!” 

“Yes…” 

“No!” 

Larry slammed the table. 

The staff at the Nightshade Bar already knew that Larry and Peter were loyal 
customers. Furthermore, Larry was the boss’ younger brother. They did not dare to say 
anything else and hung up. 

“Are you crazy? Larry, why are you trying to stop me from spending my money? This is 
not the way you should do business!” 

Larry said angrily, “I wouldn’t even care if you were drunk to death if your weren’t my 
brother! I’ll just let you pay for the wine.” 

After saying that, Larry was still very mad as he finished his drink in one shot. 



Peter still remained silent as his face turned red from the alcohol just now. However, his 
eyes were filled with hostility and agitation. 

“You look so scary now as if you’re going to kill someone! No girl will be looking at you 
today because you scared them away.” 

Larry pouted and said, “Alright, I know you asked me to come out and drink with you 
because you wanted to confide in me. Now tell me, what happened?” 

Peter leaned against the sofa and rubbed his eyebrows. After a ****of silence, he said, 
“Jane is planning to sue my father in court.” 

“Huh?… What?” 

Larry thought he was hallucinating when he heard what Peter said. 

“You heard me right. And this time, she even hired a very good lawyer, Andy, who is 
known as ‘the magician in court. He is indeed undefeatable.” 

He continued, “Even my parents don’t know how to deal with this. They were so busy 
today because of this matter. My father and Dwayne even went to the University of 
Oricle to talk to Jane.” 

He added, “Then… they misunderstood Jane again.” 

“My mother went to the airport to meet Andy. She wants to see if she could. make the 
situation better. I don’t exactly know how the situation is now. I comforted ****, but I 
don’t know what I should tell ***now. I could only leave her to Dwayne.” 

Finally, he said all those words. 

Peter didn’t even know how should he feel about the whole situation. 

It all happened after Jane’s DNA was tested and she was brought back to the Fowler 
family. 

She had been treated poorly by the Fowlers. They purposely ignored her and applied 
double standards. 

This was a common occurrence. 

Perhaps he had never been treated like this before. 

Other than Jane, the rest of the people living in the Fowler family were happy and well-
respected. 



Nobody had to worry about food and clothes. Everyone received the best 

education being part of the upper-class society. They wore luxurious clothes and 
enjoyed lives that ordinary people could not even dream of. In fact, the family was rich 
and powerful. 

One could never imagine living such a life. 

At the same time. 

Somehow, unlike other wealthy families, the Fowler family did not fall apart because of 
assets, company shares, and various threats. 

Instead, they were close to each other and have always united against the enemy. Their 
personalities were very different, some of them were even considered to be strange in 
the eyes of outsiders. 

However, the Fowler family could be said to have the highest protection and utmost 
priorities for their families. 

This was because of the Fowler family’s family environment, education, and how Jack 
and Anna became role models. 

“So…” 

Hence, the Fowlers could not truly empathize with Jane. “But…” 

He tried to think about it, putting himself in Jane’s shoes. 

If he was Jane and was finally found and brought back to the family, he would think that 
he could finally stop wandering and living lonely. 

That was when she thought that she could be able to have a happy family like many 
other people. 

With this thought in mind, she came to the Fowler family. 

In the end, she was trampled again and again. Her hopes were completely crushed 

“Cough cough 

Larry could not help but cough a few times. 

“First of all, you have to know that I have no intention to interfere in this matter I only 
said this because you’re my best friend,” Larry said. 



“Peter, your family has indeed gone overboard this time.” 

In fact, Larry could understand that the Fowlers had been with Madelyn 

Fowler for 18 years. They had raised her since she was young and thus, they had such 
a deep connection. 

When Jane, who had disappeared for 19 years suddenly returned, it was difficult for 
them to accept. Naturally, they did not know how to get along with her either. At the 
same time, they were worried about Madelyn’s feelings. 

This was all understandable. 

However, the Fowler family had gone way too far. 

It was not merely a misunderstanding. They humiliated and treated her poorly. 

Larry actually felt sorry for Jane. 

Jane should never be treated this way when returned to her own home. 

Even a puppy that was adopted could be living a better life than her. 

“Yes… It’s indeed too much, but I can’t stop them. Even I myself did. something bad to 
Jane previously,” Peter said. 

He said, “At least Jane had cut ties with the Fowler family when the other brothers hurt 
her.” 

He added, “As for me… At that time, I was the only brother in the Fowler family. I forced 
Jane to cut her favorite long hair and praised ***long hair in front of Jane. It’s just that I 
didn’t like Jane imitating ***, especially when her hair looked better than ***.” 

He continued, “When Jane called me and needed my comfort the most, I ignored it and 
treated her coldly. When I saw her crying aggrievedly and not daring to say a word, I 
turned around and left.” 

“I also misunderstood that Jane was the one who did the trending search time thing. I 
thought she wanted to hurt ***and replace her. I had secretly hoped that Jane would 
disappear forever or ****.” 

Peter took a deep breath. 

He thought it was scary. 

It was totally terrifying as he came to think about it. 



Peter felt that his family was too scary. 

In fact… 

He felt that he was so scary. 

He thought back carefully. 

Perhaps to Jane, he should not exist in this world at all. 

The person who should have disappeared was not Jane. 

It was him. 

Larry could tell how guilty was Peter through his voice. He patted Peter’s shoulder. 

He comforted Peter, “It’s not too late to make up for it now. Peter, treat Jane well. No 
matter what, you’re her brother.” 

He added, “As long as you sincerely repent, I believe your sister will feel your sincerity 
and be touched.” 

“After all, it’s a blood tie!” 

When Peter heard Larry’s words, a trace of confusion flashed across his eyes. 

He tried to think about what Larry said. 

He thought to himself, “Can I make it right?” 

Peter really felt that he had gone too far. 

Not only him but the entire Fowler family. 

Somehow, he thought of Jane’s bone-chilling gaze. 

Peter felt that it would be useless no matter how hard he tried to make it 

At this ****, Larry seemed to have seen something. 

He quickly patted Peter on the shoulder. 

He then said, “Peter! It’s Jane! Your sister is here!” 
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He could not help but turn his head mechanically. 

He then followed to look at Larry’s direction. 

As expected! 

It was Jane! 

Her hair was short and neat. 

She dressed very casually, somewhat similar to what she wore when she was in school. 

She was wearing a windbreaker, jeans, a T-shirt, and a pair of white sneakers. 

When she walked, she exuded a charming aura that others could not ignore. 

There were also people who recognized Jane as the girl on the dance floor the other 
day. 

Some of them even whistled at Jane. 

Undeniably, those who could come to Nightshade Bar were people with high social 
status. 

The video of her dancing that day had been spread around. 

Indeed, she caught everyone’s attention. 

Everyone was shocked by Jane’s free and unrestrained dancing style! She had made 
such an impression! 

After that, Jane and Lila were also harassed by Cameron. With a swift kick, the latter 
was sent to the hospital. It was hard for anyone to forget that incident! 

Not only that, the man who was walking beside Jane looked as mysterious and noble as 
an 18th-century vampire. His jade-green eyes were enchanting under the ambient light 
of Nightshade Bar. His golden curly hair fluttered in the night wind, making him look 
indescribably noble. 

The ****these two people appeared, they instantly caught everyone’s attention in the bar 

The entire bar was so quiet that one could even hear the sound of a pin dropping on the 
floor. 



Everyone looked at Jane and Andy. 

It was true that some people were destined to be the center of attention. 

Even the superstars from overseas would be overshadowed when the two of them 
showed up. Those alluring green eyes of a vampire could lure all living beings in. 

Not only that… 

Jane, who inadvertently exuded a mysterious charm, made everyone curious about her. 

Jane and Andy then sat down. 

Andy said, “Janie, they’re looking at you.” 

Andy supported one side of his face with one hand. At that, his jade-green eyes were 
filled with charm. 

He could not help but think Jane looked too good. 

At the thought of that, he heaved a deep sigh. 

He had the idea of hiding Janie. 

Somehow, he wanted to let the whole world see how gorgeous she was, enjoying 
everyone’s admiring gazes. 

He felt like showing off his most precious thing to everyone. He gained an indescribable 
sense of satisfaction. 

“I’ll take it as a compliment if I hear this from others. But when you say it, I only find it 
ironic,” Jane said. 

Even Jane had to admit… 

Of all the people she had met, Andy was the most unique one. 

He kind of reminded her of the King of Stormton City. 

He had such green eyes and pale skin. His lips looked as if they were 

stained with blood. Not to mention his curly blond hair and body height. He was always 
dressed in a dark outfit. 

As long as Andy waved his hand, there would probably be countless. 



women and even men who would come to him 

She would not be surprised if they would be willing to take off their clothes and let this 
legendary vampire consume their blood. 

They might even agree to be turned into one of his believers. 

It was way too tempting! 

Andy’s lips curled up slightly as he said, “Can I take this as a compliment from you, 
Janie?” 

Jane replied, “Of course… By the way, Andy, I want to ask, are you really not afraid of 
being dragged away without bringing along a bodyguard?” 

She said this because of Andy’s looks and aura. 

There were countless women who were secretly staring at Andy and drooling at the bar. 

There were even men too. 

There were at least a dozen of them. 

However, there were only less than 20 of them here tonight. 

At the same time, there was something that Jane was aware of. Jane also noticed Peter 
and Larry. 

In fact, she had noticed it from the very beginning. 

But it didn’t matter. 

Jane had nothing to do with the Fowler family now. 

She did not care about what they were thinking. 

If they dared to cause trouble in Nightshade Bar, she would get the security guards to 
chase them away! 

Jane figured that she had no reason to hide from the Fowlers. 

After all, she did nothing wrong. 

Although it was true that Jane ***them a lot, she did not want to avoid. them. 

They should be the ones getting lost! 



If they wanted to cause trouble, she would teach them a lesson. 

At that ****, Andy smiled mischievously as he deliberately leaned closer to Jane. His 
voice was soft and seductive as he asked, “Queen, then 

do you want to like me?” 

Her golden curls and jade-green eyes overflowed with sweetness under the candlelight 
on the table. 

Jane glanced at Andy indifferently and gently touched his red lips. 

She answered, “No. We know each other too well.” 

She added, “Andy, our relationship is quite good now. You’re happy, and I’m happy. We 
should stay this way forever.” 

Some people were destined not to be couples. 

Becoming ordinary friends and best friends could be a best better choice. 

Jane felt dull and bored as soon as she thought about her future being tied to Andy. 

She could not feel any happiness at all. 

Jane was not against falling in love. 

Even after experiencing the Fowlers’ betrayal in her previous life. 

Therefore, in this life, Jane wanted to do anything that she enjoyed. 

She no longer wanted to live for the Fowlers. 

She thought Andy could be a very good friend to talk to, a good work partner, but not a 
good boyfriend. 

Andy asked, “So, you rejected me?” 

With that, Andy retracted her body with a bitter expression. 

He said, “That’s sad, Janie. Actually, I quite like you. When I see you in person and 
found that your values are the same as mine, I like you even more.” 

Jane said, “Cut it out.” 

At this ****, the wine was served. 



The waiter respectfully opened the cork to pour a glass of red wine for Jane and Andy 
and bowed to leave. 

Jane picked up the wine glass and swung it gently in her hand. “Cheers?” Andy looked 
at Jane who was sitting in front of him. The moonlight shone. through the window with 
the candlelight on the table illuminated her face. There was a night breeze blowing by 
the river. Somehow, everything paled 

in comparison to Jane’s beauty. 

Jane seemed to have magical power. Anyone who was with Jane would subconsciously 
be outshone. 

At this ****, he could only see Jane in his eyes. 

He could not help but find it funny. 

The Fowler family was really ********. 

They couldn’t even see the good side of Janie. 

He wanted to erase all those malicious words being said to Jane. 

At the same time, he felt ****for the Fowler family and his heart ached for Jane. 

“Cheers.” 

Andy raised his glass and clinked it with Jane’s. 

There was a crisp glass clinking sound. 

Andy added again. 

“All thoughts are stars, and all stars are you.” 

He then took a sip of red wine. 

He swung the glass in his hand. 

He seemed to be decanting the wine. 

Most importantly, he did it in the most elegant way. 

The men and women, who had been staring at Andy like hungry wolves wanting to prey, 
could not help but secretly swallow their saliva. 



They were amazed. 

That was when they realized they really wanted to become the wine glass. 

They really wanted to become the wine in the wine glass. 

Meanwhile, Andy swallowed the wine, letting it go through his throat, and into his 
stomach. 

Even if they would be destroyed in an instant. 

Somehow. 

Andy had such magic. 

He could make people go crazy! 

He said, “Janie, you are like a galaxy. You will forever be there as you fell into my eyes.” 

He said, “It’s a pity… I can’t bring you home, Janie. Because we can only be friends.” 

He looked sad as he continued, “This is a regret in my life.” 

Andy didn’t look like he was joking. 

In fact, he looked deadly serious. 

Jane pursed her lips. 

She took another sip of red wine. 

She then replied, “I’m glad you think so highly of me, Andy. You’re my most important 
partner.” 

She did not even flinch as she added, “From now on, no matter what happens, you are 
always my special case.” 

“Here’s my response to what you said,” she said. 

Andy was slightly stunned. 

Then, his blood-stained lips curled up. 

This is not too bad,” he said. 

Little did he know… 



The scene of the two of them interacting was taken by the bar staff and sent to their 
boss. 

Robert had already instructed the staff to immediately inform him that once Jane 
appeared in the bar. 

The staff did not dare to be negligent. 

He reckoned that his boss had taken a fancy to Jane. 

After all, Jane was indeed a beautiful girl. 

She was also a good dancer based on how well she danced on the dance. floor the 
other night. 

She was even good at fighting, 

He guessed that was why his boss might like her very much. 

He also took a photo of Andy. 

The photo of the two of them sitting together was sent to Robert. 

Robert was playing cards with Connor. 

Hugh did not join them. 

He was just standing in front of the windows. 

The moonlight shone on his face. 

The overly exquisite shirt and trousers wrapped around his perfect figure. 

His side profile was indeed God’s work. 

It was obviously a face that was carved with painstaking effort. 

His appearance exuded hormones that could make women go crazy. 

He was the definition of the words mysterious, powerful, seductive, and noble. 

He was everyone’s dream man, 

“Ding dong!” 

At that, Robert’s phone vibrated. 



“Hey, I won.” 

Robert said, “You lost 300 thousand dollars to me, Connor.” 

He proudly played the cards in his hand. 

He ignored Connor’s wails. 

He then took out his phone and looked at the message. 

He took only one look. 

At that instant, he froze in place. 

He shouted, “Holy ****!” 

Robert suddenly shouted 
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“*******! Why are you cursing all of a sudden? That’s rude! I didn’t even do that when I 
lost so much money.” 

He added, “You have to know that I use my own salary. My family doesn’t even give me 
money at all.” 

Connor pursed his lips. 

At this *****, he realized that Robert was looking at Hugh. 

He did curse just now. 

Somehow, he was not cursing at Connor. 

Instead, he was facing Hugh. 

He was immediately interested. 

Hugh also noticed Robert’s gaze. 

He turned sideways and looked back. 

“Robert, what happened?” 



There was an unnoticeable nervousness in his voice. 

Robert coughed lightly. 

“Well… You should see for yourself.” 

Apparently, Robert couldn’t say it. 

He was afraid that Hugh would kill him. 

Actually, he didn’t even want to show the photos to Hugh. 

He was afraid that Hugh would lose control. 

He might go to Nightshade Bar and do something dangerous. 

But he had to look at it from the perspective of a friend. 

He still had to explain. 

Otherwise, if Hugh found out, Robert would be doomed. 

Hugh frowned and walked over to take the phone. 

After seeing the photo, his face instantly darkened 

At that ****, he exuded such a terrifying and cold aura. 

Not only that… 

He seemed like he was jealous too. 

Robert shivered from the cold. 

“Um… Hugh, calm down,” he said. 

Otherwise, Robert was afraid that Hugh might slam his phone. 

Although it was not that expensive, the information stored in the phone itself was much 
more important. 

“What’s that?” 

Connor was intrigued. 

He quickly leaned forward to take a look. 



He suddenly widened his eyes. 

His response was similar to Robert’s. 

“Holy ***!” 

Robert complained, “And you still said I’m rude just now? What about you?” 

It made it seem like the two of them were taken aback. 

“No wonder I smelled something.” 

Seemingly, Connor fearlessly tried to provoke. 

He added, “But the man in this photo looks like a foreigner? He looks kind of familiar. 
That’s strange.” 

“Jane even brought him to Nightshade Bar openly. Tsk… Tsk…” 

Hugh threw the phone back to Robert and said coldly, “He’s Andy.” 

“Andy? That top lawyer? Oh, right! Look at the blonde hair and pale skin!” 

However, this photo did not capture Andy’s iconic jade-green eyes. 

Otherwise, he would have recognized him immediately. 

“Jane actually knows Andy? And she actually has a connection with Andy?” 

Robert was shocked. 

Even Robert, it was extremely difficult for him to meet Andy. 

This was not something Robert could have a say in 

He could only make an appointment and see if Andy was in the mood to meet him. 

It was as if seeing Andy was purely luck-based. 

After all, there would always be a need for him to seek help from a lawyer to run a 
business. 

Everyone dreamt of having a connection with such an invincible lawyer like Andy. 

“Looks like the woman Hugh likes is indeed extraordinary. After all, she has Type 
Omega blood like Hugh. She’s not an ordinary person.” 



Connor smiled meaningfully after saying that. 

He could not wait for the show to begin. 

He would not mind at all. 

He was too bored playing cards with Robert tonight, and he kept losing! 

He was filled with anger! 

He might as well watch Hugh get jealous! 

That was such a rare scene. 

He could not help but imagine what it would be like when a first-class 

lawyer like Andy went against the president of D.Y. Group, Hugh. 

How exciting it would be! 

“Pack up. Let’s go to Nightshade Bar with me.” 

Hugh left the room after saying that. 

“Yes, sir!” 

Connor quickly followed. 

Robert’s lips twitched. 

He wanted to kick Connor’s ***. 

It seemed to him that Connor was really looking for trouble. 

He clearly knew that Hugh was jealous. 

He even dared to smile so cheekily. 

Soon, he would regret it. 

Meanwhile, Larry and Peter were at the Nightshade Bar 

Seeing that Peter had been staring in Jane’s direction, Larry’s lips twitched. 

“Peter, do you think… Jane has noticed our presence?” 



As far as Larry was concerned, Jane did not even glance at them. 

“I think she noticed, but she probably doesn’t care anymore.” 

Peter felt a little upset as he said this. 

He couldn’t help but recall those days when Jane had just returned to the Fowler family. 
When she first saw Peter, she looked so timid and shy. 

It was obvious that she felt uneasy yet excited to reunite with the family. However, he 
chose to ignore Jane and doted on Madelyn in front of her. 

At that time, Jane looked so hurt that Peter did not even dare to think about how deeply 
she was hurt. 

But she did care about him back then. 

Now, she was not even looking at him. She was chatting happily with Andy. This meant 
that Jane really didn’t care about him anymore. 

“Speaking of which, that’s the legendary lawyer, Andy. This is the first time I’ve seen 
him in person. He’s the first-class lawyer that no one in Crucsia dares to offend.” 

He added, “Even the Shane family has to spend a lot of effort to meet him. He’s indeed 
breathtakingly handsome and has a unique beauty. No wonder there are rumors that 
everyone in the court would be seduced by his beauty and that’s how he became the 
invincible lawyer.” 

“Peter, Jane can talk to such a big shot easily and even seem to have a close 
relationship with him…” 

He then continued, “To be honest, I guess your sister has been hiding her real strength. 
She’s not as helpless as you described in the past!” 

In fact, Larry was right. 

He thought of what Peter and Larry said about Jane back then. 

Because of that, he had always thought that Jane was weak, useless, and inferior to 
Madelyn. 

He also had no idea why Anna wanted to find Jane and bring her back to 

the Fowler family Apparently, they no longer belonged to the same world. This would 
only trouble the family and make Madelyn sad. 



At that time, Larry felt that Peter’s words were a little too harsh, but he did not stop the 
latter. 

After all, Larry and Madelyn were quite close. He was naturally more biased toward 
Madelyn. 

Moreover, Peter was Larry’s good friend. Larry could not give any comment about his 
family matter. 

Now, he felt as if he was getting a slap in the face. 

He could not believe Jane was the weak and useless sister that they described to him 
back then. 

Anyhow, she looked like she was a hidden big shot. 

Peter was speechless. 

Still, it was understandable. 

After all, Peter had never really gotten to know Jane in person. 

Frankly, Peter had nobody else but himself to blame for that. 

Before this, Peter had never thought of entering Jane’s world to really try to understand 
her. 

All he ever thought about was chasing Jane out of the Fowler family. He was too busy 
trying not to let Madelyn discover Jane’s true identity. 

He even wished that Jane would just ****and disappear forever. 

When Jane revealed her actual capability, Peter submitted to her. 

When Jane threatened to sue Jack, she even invited a legendary lawyer like Andy. 

He wondered how much more Jane was hiding from him. 

He thought to himself, “Is it too late for me to get to know you now?” 

At this ****, Andy felt something unusual too. 

Andy noticed the gazes of Peter and the others. 

He showed a playful smile on his face. 



As a lawyer, after taking on Jane’s case, Andy had already known all the 

Fowlers. 

Hence, he spoke deliberately. 

“Janie, regarding the lawsuit that you asked me to sue Jack.” 

He added, “The results will be out soon.” 

He smiled confidently and said, “I believe that the Fowler family will lose. They might 
even lose all their reputation and their share price will plummet.” 

He then asked, “So, what do you think? If you still care about your family, there’s still 
room for negotiation.” 

Andy’s voice was neither too loud nor too soft. 

It was drowned out by the conversations in the bar. 

Somehow, it was loud enough for Peter, who was paying attention, to hear 

Peter’s heart skipped a beat. 

He could feel his heart pounding hard. 

He was looking forward to Jane’s answer. 

At the same time, he was afraid of Jane’s answer too. 

He was worried that Jane would leave no mercy. 

When the time came, Peter, being her older brother, would not know how to face Jane. 

Jane replied, “Unless the culprit, Jack, kneels in front of me and apologizes to me.” 

She continued, “Otherwise, I’ll make Jack and the entire Fowler family lose all their 
reputation!” 

Also, Andy mentioned share prices plummeting. 

That would be a wonderful thing for her to see. 

It was also Jane’s hope to see the Fowler family’s reputation ruined. 

Anyway, Jane had already cut ties with the Fowler family. 



It was none of her business! 

Initially, Jane wanted Jack to apologize. 

After all, he had misunderstood Jane again and again. He even hurt Lila. 

It was such a simple request that Jane had. 

It was such a simple request made by Jane, who had seen through everything and 
decided to give up everything. 

As long as Jack apologized at that time, Jane would no longer want to have anything to 
do with the Fowlers. 

For Jane, the Fowlers were like a group of parasites that would not go away easily. 
Once the infections started, one’s life would be ruined! 

However, Jack, being a *****, was full of excuses and avoided his responsibilities. 

He even asked Anna to meet Andy and come to the University of Oricle to cause trouble 
for Jane. 

Therefore, she had made up her mind. 

Unless Jack knelt down and apologized to her! 

Otherwise, Jane would never let it slide! 

 


